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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING AND SHARING MEDIA

PLAYLISTS

FIELD OF INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to a system and method for facilitating the

creation and sharing of electronic media playlists, and in particular, to a system and

method for facilitating the creation, sharing and review of digital audio and video media

files in a commercial environment.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Traditionally, access to music and video was through the purchase of albums, compact

discs, video cassettes and the like. In order to establish a music or video library, the

purchaser generally established their own catalogue or registry of music/video material

accumulated over time which could be used to create playlists and the like through

simple recording systems.

In recent times, music and video distribution over the Internet has become increasingly

popular due largely to advances in efficient electronic file formats which make media

files small enough to be downloaded over the Internet practical. With the speed of

Internet connections also increasing, downloading media files, such as music and

videos, over the Internet has become commonplace. Such files are able to be stored in

digital music players, computer music software or burned to storage formats such as CD

or DVD writable disks, non volatile memory cards and the like.

With the increased popularity of downloadable media files, a variety of software

applications have been developed to assist users in downloading, playing and organising

their media files. Perhaps one of the most popular applications available for this

purpose is that referred to as iTunes®, which is a media player and media library

application developed by Apple, Inc. The iTunes® application is able to be downloaded

to personal electronic devices such as digital music players, tablets, phones, laptops and

personal computers and is used to play, download and organise digital audio and video

files in accordance with a user's preferences. This can include the ability for individuals

to create playlists of their files based on any number of criteria and to share these

playlists with other users over a network.

While the increased availability and accessibility of electronic media files has been an

important development for the personal enjoyment of such media, significant

advantages have also been achieved in commercial environments, which utilise

available media for such purposes as advertising and movie and television soundtracks



and scores. Traditionally, the accessibility and awareness of new artists has been

limited somewhat by the traditional media recording systems, where the availability of

new music and new artists has relied upon the ability of those artists to release their

music in a traditional album of CD form where it may be heard and used.

For music companies that provide and source music and video for use by advertising

agencies or film and television production studios, the ability to download media files

that can be readily sampled, classified and stored for future use, provides an efficient

means for individuals working in the industry to service their clients. Such accessibility

to the media files also enables such companies to readily expand their awareness of new

artists and media, which enables them to provide greater options to their clients to suit

their needs and requirements.

In such commercial environments, a music company may receive a briefing from a

client, such as an advertising agency, to source a piece of music or video that may be

suitable for use in an advertisement or as background music. The client may provide

some indication of the type of music/video they require and rely upon the company

providing them with a variety of suitable options from which to choose. The music

company may search their database of relevant files and typically rely upon the expertise

of their staff to identify and collate the various media files for transmission to the client

via an email or a dedicated file-sharing medium, depending upon the size of the

individual files. The client can then review each file and determine whether any of

those files are suitable to their needs.

It will be appreciated that such a system of searching, collating and transmitting

multiple media files can be a time consuming and labour intensive exercise. The

success of the task is largely reliant on the expertise and knowledge of the individual

performing the task and their knowledge of the existing library of files. Hence, should

the individual leave the company the skill and knowledge of that individual is typically

lost to the company as well. Further to this, the need to download and upload files is

also time consuming depending upon the size of the files and the speed of the network

in which the files are being transferred.

Thus, for such applications, there is a need to provide a system and method for

facilitating the creation and sharing of electronic media playlists that allows for a degree

of collaboration in the creation of the playlists and improves the manner in which the

files are transferred within the system.

The above references to and descriptions of prior proposals or products are not intended

to be, and are not to be construed as, statements or admissions of common general

knowledge in the art. In particular, the above prior art discussion does not relate to what



is commonly or well known by the person skilled in the art, but assists in the

understanding of the inventive step of the present invention of which the identification

of pertinent prior art proposals is but one part.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

According to one aspect of the invention, there is provided a system for facilitating the

creation of playlists of media files including

a database configured to store a plurality of playlists therein, each playlist

including one or more media files, and each playlist and media file being identifiable by

one or more identifiers;

a search engine being operatively configured to search and locate

one or more media files of a selected playlist, wherein the selected

playlist can be selected from a list including playlists and media files identified

based on the one or more identifiers, and

one or more playlists including a selected media file, wherein the

selected media file can be selected from a list of media files and playlists

identified based on the one or more identifiers.

Advantageously, the system links previously compiled media files and playlists so that

previously created playlists, for example for a particular project or client, can be used as

a starting point or to provide inspiration for ongoing projects. Moreover, historical

projects for a particular client is retained in the system and can be easily located and

used as a reference for new projects, for example, for the same client or a similar project

brief, thereby providing a useful tool to capture information relating to client

requirements, preferences and styles. By retaining knowledge of previous works, and

providing a search engine that allows easy retrieval of relevant information, the system

also provides an intuitive and convenient tool for creating new playlists.

Whilst the invention is being described herein with reference to playlists and media

files, the concept of the invention can also be used in other industries, and applied to

other types of data and files.

The system may include a display module for generating display data to display search

results of the search engine, wherein the display module is configured to generate

display data for displaying

a first list of playlists and media files in response to receiving one or more



identifiers,

a second list of playlists in response to a selected media file from the first list,

wherein the selected media file forms part of each playlist in the second list, and

a third list of media files in response to a selected playlist from the second list,

wherein the selected playlist includes the third list of media files.

The system may further include a display module for generating display data to display

search results of the search engine, wherein the display module is configured to generate

display data for displaying

a first list of playlists and media files in response to receiving one or more

identifiers,

a second list of media files in response to a selected playlist from the first list,

wherein the selected playlist includes the second list of media files, and

a third list of playlists in response to a selected media file from the second list,

wherein the selected media file forms part of each playlist in the second list.

The display module may be capable of displaying further lists of media files and

playlists based on a selected media file or playlist from an immediately preceding list.

The system may further include a display device for displaying data generated from the

display module, wherein the display device displays the first, second and third list

respectively from left to right with respect to a user facing a screen of the display device.

Each consecutive list may be visibly displayed on the display device with an

immediately preceding list.

The media files may include any one or more of music files, video files and image files.

The system may further include a playlist module for creating a new playlist, wherein

the new playlist includes one or more media files and/or playlists located by the search

engine.

The system may further include playlist module for creating a new playlist. The new

playlist may include one or more media files and/or playlists selected from any one of

the lists.

The system may be configured to allow the new playlist to be saved and contents of the

media files of the new playlist downloaded for offline access.



The contents of the media files of the new playlist may be shared via email.

The system may further include a playlist transmission module, the playlist transmission

module being configured to facilitate transmission of a playlist from a remote user to the

server and/or a stored playlist from the server to the user, wherein, prior to transmission

of the playlist, the playlist transmission module determines whether a media file is

present at the server or remote user and only transmits media files that are not present at

the server or remote user.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of creating

playlists of media files, including

searching a database including a plurality of playlists, each playlist including one

or more media files, wherein each playlist and media file is identifiable by one or more

identifiers;

in response to a user selected playlist, locating one or more media files of the

selected playlist, wherein the selected playlist is selected from a list including playlists

and media files identified based on the one or more identifiers, and

in response to a user selected media file, locating one or more playlists including

a selected media file, wherein the selected media file is selected from a list of media

files and playlists identified based on the one or more identifiers.

The method further includes creating a new playlist based on the one or more located

playlists and/or one or more located media files.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a system for facilitating

the creation of playlists of media files including

a database configured to store a plurality of playlists therein, each playlist

including one or more media files, and each playlist and media file being identifiable by

one or more identifiers;

an interface for receiving one or more identifiers,

a search engine being operatively configured to search and locate a first list of

playlists and media files based on the one or more received identifiers, and

a display module for generating display data for displaying the search list via the

interface,

wherein



in response to a user selected playlist from the search list, the search

engine is configured to locate a second list of media files, the second list of

media files being the media files of the selected playlist, and

in response to a user selected media file from the search list, the search

engine is configured to locate a third list of playlists, the third list of playlists

being playlists including the selected media file.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a system for

facilitating the creation of playlists of media files comprising:

a server configured to receive and store a plurality of playlists of media files

therein, each playlist and media file being identifiable by one or more identifiers;

one or more remote devices, each device comprising a processor including

executable software capable of generating a playlist made up of one or more media files;

and

a playlist transmission module, the playlist transmission module being

configured to interface with the software and the server to facilitate transmission of the

generated playlist from said remote device to said server and/or a stored playlist from

said server to said remote device, wherein, prior to transmission of said playlist, the

playlist transmission module determines whether a media file is present at the server or

remote user and only transmits media files that are not present at the server or remote

user.

The system may further include a file transfer interface, the interface being configured to

allow a user to transfer a selected file between the server and a remote device via a drag

and drop user command.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of sharing

files between multiple users across a network comprising:

generating a list of files for review by at least one or more recipient users;

pushing said list of files to said one or more recipient users across said network;

determining whether the said one or more recipient users is in possession of one

or more files in said list of files;

pulling from a stored location only those files in the list of files that is not in the

possession of said recipient user;

presenting to said recipient user a downloadable said list of files for review; and

delivering the files for review by the recipient through the recipient's preferred

file playing software.



According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of creating a

compilation of files, including

searching a database including a plurality of compilations, each compilation

including one or more files, wherein each compilation and file is identifiable by one or

more identifiers;

in response to a user selected compilation, locating one or more files of the

selected compilation, wherein the selected compilation is selected from a list including

compilations and files identified based on the one or more identifiers, and

in response to a user selected file, locating one or more compilations including

the selected file, wherein the selected file is selected from a list of compilations and files

identified based on the one or more identifiers.

Any of the features described herein can be combined in any combination with any one

or more of the other features described herein within the scope of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention may be better understood from the following non-limiting description of

preferred embodiments, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the system for generating and sharing playlists

of media files within a network-based media community;

Figs. 2 - 4 show screenshots depicting a software application for loading and

downloading playlists in accordance with the system of Fig. 1; and

Figs. 5 - 14 show screenshots depicting a software application for searching and

interrogating saved playlists for generating a new playlist in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 15 is a functional flow diagram illustrating the operations of the software

application described with reference to Figures 5 - 14.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred features of the present invention will now be described with particular

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, it is to be understood that the

features illustrated in and described with reference to the drawings are not to be

construed as limiting o the scope of the invention.

The present invention will be described below in relation to its application for use in a



commercial environment for creating a playlist comprising sets of media files, typically

music files, for sharing and review. In this regard, the present invention will be

described below in relation to the means by which files are to be shared between users

of the system, as well as the means by which playlists can be created utilising the overall

functionality of the system. It will be appreciated that the present invention could also

be used to facilitate the management and/or sharing of a variety of electronic files other

than pure media files, such as data files in the form of word processing documents and

or spreadsheets, which can be sorted and linked through usage and access of such files

by other users of the present system.

The present invention will also be described below in relation to its ability to integrate

with a pre-existing software application, namely iTunes®. However, it will be

appreciated that the system and method may be adapted to be used with any variety of

existing software applications capable of playing, creating and managing playlists.

The system and method of the present invention enables a network-based media

community to access and share media playlists, such as collated audio or video playlists,

among members of that community. Based on the role or position of the individual

member, each member may have a different level of access to the system and the overall

system as will be described in more detail below. The system provides interfaces for

accessing playlists and other information, and enables members to search, view, play

and collate playlists in accordance to their position or role within the community.

Referring to Figure 1, one embodiment of a network based media community in

accordance with the present invention is depicted. The system 10 is configured for use

between individual users 12 and office users 14, the latter of which may comprise

individual users 1 linked via a LAN of similar local network arrangement within the

office environment. Each of the individual users 12 and office users 14 communicate

with a local data centre (such as a co-located server) 16, which may comprise a centrally

located server 17 that serves a dedicated region of users 2, 14.

For individual users 12, the users 12 may use a laptop or PC installed with appropriate

software to facilitate communication directly with the local data centre 16, for external

users, or for those present in the office 14, to facilitate communication with the office 14

or the local data centre 16. Typically the individual user's laptop/ PC/ tablet or any

other related electronic device may have iTunes® installed thereon to enable each user

12 to generate playlists and play media files in a conventional manner. Therefore the

software stored on the user's electronic device enables the system 10 to interface with

iTunes® to facilitate transfer of files within the office 14 or to the local data centre 16 to

enable playlist sharing. In this regard, the software may employ AppleScript to interface



with the iTunes® library stored on the device and may employ a more high-level

programming language such as Python, to script all communications between the user

2 and the office server 13 and central server 17 of the data centre 16. For secure data

communication between the user 12 and the office server 13 and central server 17 of the

data centre 16, a SSH/SCP tunnelling protocol may be employed.

The office 14 typically comprises a server 13 that facilitates two-way communication

between the server 13 and each individual user 12 within the office 14. The server 13

may be installed with system software to facilitate communication between the office

users 2 and the central server 17 at the local data centre 16. The server 13 may employ

a standalone database that is independent of iTunes® to facilitate movement of media

files to and from each individual user 12 and the central server 17 of the local data

centre 16. The software may employ a SSH/SCP tunnelling protocol for secure data

transfer and for making data available to users outside of the office LAN.

The central server 17 of the data centre 16, is structures similarly to the server 13 in

each linked office 14 and is configured to regularly synchronise with each connected

server 13 to update the server 13 with playlists as they are created. In this regard, the

central server 17 employs a high-level programming language, such as Python, to script

all communication with the connected servers 13 and remote users 12. A SSH/SCP

tunnelling protocol may be employed to facilitate secure movement of media files

between each connected server 13 and user 12.

In order to communicate with the servers 3 and central server 17 a variety of interfaces

are provided within the software of the system which can be accessed via the internet

5. An interface referred to as the CFPI (Client Facing Playlist Interface) provides a

web interface for viewing playlists as well as allowing playlists to be downloaded

directly from the server without logging into the system. The Disco (Discovery)

interface provides a web interface that enables a user to search tracks and playlists

stored in the system and to find related tracks as required. The Channel Manager

Interface is also provided as a web interface in the form of an endpoint and sample web

based player that allows streaming of media through various channels which can enable

a playlist stored on the system to be streamed live as required. The manner in which

each of the web interfaces function will be discussed in more detail below.

In some embodiments, one or more virtual private servers may be used to host the

system software and to enable cloud based storage of data.

It will be appreciated that a primary objective of the system of the present invention is to

provide for collaborative creation and review of music and video playlists that have

been created utilising a familiar and pre-existing software application, such as iTunes®.



The system also is directed towards facilitating a web based interface that enables the

discovery and re-use of media files through searching tracks and playlists. This is

generally achieved by the system structure as depicted in Fig. 1 and which will be

described in more detail below.

As previously discussed, each user 12 is able to use the application iTunes® to generate

a playlist. A playlist may comprise a series of music racks in the form of music files

identified and grouped together by the user 12. The user 12 may be employed by an

advertising agency to provide a list of suitable items of music in accordance with a brief,

for example the brief may be to locate a piece of music having a melody and genre

suitable for use in a Caribbean-type setting, which may be the setting of a specific

advertisement. Once the user 2 has received the brief, the user may collate a playlist in

accordance with the brief through their iTunes® software.

Each user 1 is provided with a software application on their PC or laptop that enables

playlists to be synchronised between their i Tunes® application and one or more of the

servers 13, 17. This application is referred to as a Push/Pull application and enables the

user 1 to "push" playlists created in their iTunes application on their PC/laptop to the

servers 13, 17 and to "pull" playlists stored on the servers 13, 17 into their iTunes

application on their laptop/PC.

In relation to the "push" application, once a playlist has been created for the client in

their iTunes application on the user's laptop/PC, the user 12 initiates the Push/Pull

application. This is done by the user initiating the login screen as depicted in Fig, 2

where the user 12 enters their account details, typically their email and password as

shown.

As previously discussed, the system 10 of the present invention employs multiple

servers that each contain a full copy of the music library and playlist information

generated by the individual users 12 over time. These servers comprise an office server

13 in instances where the user 12 is in an office environment via a LAN, or the central

server 17 of the local data centre 16, where the user is remotely located, away fro the

office. It will be appreciated that in the system 10 depicted in Fig. 1, the network based

media community may comprise any number of office servers 13 which are each

connected to a single central server 17, with each office server only connected to one

central server 17. It will be appreciate that the structure of the system 10 will be largely

reliant on the structure of the company(s) using the system. For example, a company

may have their own dedicated central server 7 which each of their regional or satellite

offices 14 having their own office server 13 that communicates and synchronises

regularly with the central server. In such a situation, remote users 12 may be able to



"push" and "pull" files directly from the central server 17. Alternatively, is a company

is structured to share a central server 17 and installs their own office server, a remote

user 12 cannot "push" and "pull" files directly from the central server 17.

In any event, upon the user 12 logging into the Push/Pull application, the application

determines the closest available server and selects this server for transmission of files, as

is shown in Fig. 3. In this example, the "MELBOURNE" server is selected. The user 12

is then able to choose the mode of use, namely whether they wish to "push" the playlist

files to the server or "pull" playlist files from the server. In the embodiment as shown in

this example, the user 12 has decided to "push" their created playlist to their iTunes to

the remote server.

In Fig. 3, the user 12 is able to select the playlist from a list of playlists in their iTunes

and by selecting the "push" button the transfer of the playlist files begins immediately.

Multiple playlists may also be pushed thereby creating a queue for the person selecting

and pushing the playlists. The queue created in such a situation will show those

playlists selected but not yet pushed as being in a "pending status" and the user is able to

toggle between a log of all playlists while choosing more playlists to pull or push.

Similarly, if there are other transfers active between the user 2 and the remote server,

the transfer may be placed in a queue to be performed at the next available interval.

Depending upon the purpose in which the playlist was created by the user, the user 1 is

able to determine whether the created playlist should be classified as a client version or

not. By classifying the playlist as a client version, all client versions are listed on the

server for downloading when the user 12 is in "pull" mode, rather than merely the most

recently created version. If a playlist has been classified as a client version, upon

pushing the playlist to the remote server the user 12 is typically provided with additional

options, including specifying email addresses to notify the client that the playlist is

available to access. In such an instance, the client will be sent a link to a downloaded

version of the playlist for the client to assess and review.

As depicted in Fig. 3, upon "pushing" the playlist to the server, the user 12 is able to set

permissions to control who is able to access the playlist from the server. Each playlist

created and "pushed" will have a set of associated permissions for this purpose, in

accordance with the specific requirements of the user 12. Such permissions will

typically enable the user 12 to identify permission levels of access or specify individuals

or groups that are able to access the playlist. As such, only users with permission to

access the playlist will have the playlist displayed in "pull" mode.

It will be appreciated that all playlists pushed to any office server 13 or central server 7

will be synchronised to each other office server 13 linked to the central server 17.



When the application is in "pull" mode, the user 2 selects the "pull" icon as depicted in

Fig. 4. The application then locates the closest most relevant server to the user 12 and

provides a complete listing of the playlists stored on that server that are available to the

user 12 for download. This will be determined by the permission level of the user 12

and any restrictions that may have been placed on the playlist by the creator of that

playlist.

To access the playlist, the user 12 selects the desired playlist from the list displayed and

selects the "pull" icon. The playlist is then directly transferred to the user 12 and is

created in the user's iTunes application for display and review. Multiple playlists are

able to be pulled by the user thereby generating a queue for the user, showing the pull

status of the selected playlists (Fig. 4A), with those playlists selected but not yet pulled

being shown as having a pending status, and the user will be able to toggle between a

log of all playlists while choosing more playlists to pull or push (Fig. 4B).

t will be appreciate that the transfer of media files between the user 12 and the servers

13, 17 could be time consuming, especially if the media files are large. However, when

files are pushed/pulled prior to transfer the software performs a check of the storage

media at either end, namely the user's iTunes or the server database, to determine if a

copy of the file is already stored. This check could be performed based on "track

name", "artist" or "album" which is data stored against each individual file. If the

software determines that a copy of the file is already available at the destination site, the

file is not transferred but a link is made to the already available file when the transfer of

the playlist is completed.

Following the completion of the transfer, the system will generate an automatic email to

the user that pushed the playlist, confirming that a playlist has been successfully pushed

to the intended recipient, with another email being sent to the recipient recording the

transaction. Each of the pusher and the recipient will also have the ability to view the

playlist(s) pushed/pulled in the body of the email. The lists can also be viewed and

individual files can be streamed or downloaded directly from a tab in the body of an

email.

The system is configured to be compatible with iTunes® or any other commercially

available music downloading and playing system such that the music or files is

delivered within such a commercially available interface to work seamlessly with a

users preferred music playing environment. When the music files are downloaded, the

user is able to sample the files through their preferred media player and there is no need

for the user to perform any further transfer of files to convert them across to a new

environment or transfer them into a different file format. The system is compatible with



commercially available media players and works simply and effectively with those

media players to enhance usability and efficiency.

It will be appreciated that the system of the present invention provides a convenient

means for managing and accessing playlists generated within a network-based media

community for any variety of purposes. Such a system has particular advantage for

businesses that may have a number of remote offices and provides a central means for

storing and capturing information. The system avoids duplication of files and ensures

that information is regularly updated as it is created.

It will be appreciated that by providing a means for storing and managing created

playlists in an accessible database, the information contained within the playlists can be

used to provide improved collaboration in accordance with client requests. To achieve

this, a web based interface has been developed to mine information contained in

previously compiled playlists.

As previously discussed, with the advent of new artists releasing music online or

through independent means, it is difficult to keep up to date with new artists and

recordings. Further, where music companies are briefed by a client to provide music to

be used in an advertisement/movie to match a desired mood or setting, it is important to

provide the client with a number of options that may best suit their requirements.

In the system of the present invention, upon creation of a playlist, the details of that

playlist are stored on the servers of the system as previously discussed. These details

typically include the artist responsible for creating each individual track of the playlist as

well as any information relation to the album upon which the individual track was taken.

The playlist may also be assigned to a client or a title that describes the purpose of the

track, which represents a field that may be searched by the "Disco" interface of the

present invention.

The "Disco" interface of the present invention is a web based tool for discovering

associations between tracks and playlists created and stored in the database system of

the present invention. The Disco interface can be used to search an entire library stored

on any office server 13 or central server 17. Each user is able to log-in to the Disco

interface and at all times the information is automatically saved against the user's

profile.

Referring to Fig. 5, upon logging into the Disco interface the user is presented with a

"start screen" 40 as depicted. From this screen 40 the user is able to initiate a search of

the system database by entering a keyword into the autosuggesting search box 41. This

keyword could be related to a client name that may have made a previous request or



may include a song title or artist name. The user is able to search across numerous

fields (Fig. 5A) to provide a defined search across previous playlists that may have been

created.

In the specific example depicted in Fig. 6, the user enters the term "NANTES" which

equates to an artist name. As a result, the Disco interface initiates a search of the files

stored on the most local database and lists all the results that match that query in a

related search column 42, as shown. The search column depicted lists all tracks 43

stored in the database associated with the artist 'nantes' together with a playlist titled

"MC Nantes". From the listing provided in column 42, the user is able to select a track

43 by selecting the "play" button 43a located alongside the track, which enables the user

the option to preview the track 43.

As depicted in Fig. 7, the user is able to select one of the items listed in the column 42.

In the example as shown, the user selects the playlist "MC Nantes" which creates a

second search column 44 positioned along the first search column 42 that lists all the

tracks from the selected playlist. Once again, the user is able to select one or more of

the tracks to preview the tracks.

Referring to Fig. 8, should the user select a track from the search column 44, the Disco

interface will initiate a search of the database to locate playlists or entries which have

included this track. The results of this search are presented in a new search column 46,

as shown.

As depicted in Fig. 9, if the user continues to select an entry from column 46, this will

initiate a new search of the database to identify any playlists that include the selected

entry. The results will then be displayed in column 48. As is shown, each new search

column will be presented to the left of the previous search column and the user is able to

navigate between columns by using navigation buttons in a conventional manner. Each

column represents a thread.

As shown in Fig. 10, should user wish to select a different track from a search column,

the search results for that track will be presented immediately to the left of that column,

which may result in the previous column being replaced, creating a new thread.

It is possible to save threads with the Disco interface by selecting the "stash thread"

button 49 of Fig. 1. The threads can then be accessed at a later date if desired.

At any time, should the user wish to select a track as a potential track for inclusion in a

new playlist, the user is able to select that track and drag that track onto their "shortlist"

50, as shown in Fig. 12. The shortlist 50 displays all items selected by the user. It is



also possible for the user to select an entire playlist from a search column and drag that

playlist into their shortlist field. When this is done, all tracks in the selected playlist will

be listed in the shortlist column 50. Once items have been placed in the shortlist

column 50, the user is able to reorder the listing of items and delete items where

necessary.

As shown in Fig. 13, as the shortlist is being compiled, the Disco interface is able to

review the shortlist against all existing playlists to determine whether the shortlist is

similar to any previously saved playlists. By selecting the "similar" drop down menu

52, the number of similar playlists are shown by way of their title together with an

indication of the number of media files they have in common. This enables the user the

ability to review the previous playlist if desired. Once a shortlist has been settled by the

user, the shortlist can be simply saved as a playlist by selecting the save icon 54 and

assigning a name to the playlist. Once saved, the playlist is stored in the database and

can be downloaded into the user's iTunes or shared via email.

Any shortlist created in the above referenced manner can be converted into a playlist

status and an automatic link can be sent to the person creating the list by email. Such a

facility enables playlists for client or customer needs to be created remotely by way of

the present engine so that the data of the list does not need to be pulled down into an

"iTunes" or similar software facility before being converted into a final playlist status

that enables it to be shared with a client or end customer, as depicted in Fig. 14.

A method of operating the Disco interface will now be explained with reference to

Figure 15.

At step 100, a new search request or a request to display recent playlists and tracks is

received from a user operating the Disco interface (i.e. system front end). The search

request can be based on one or more key words (i.e. identifiers) as previously discussed.

The request is sent to a back end web server which supports the interface. In response to

the search request, a search engine is activated to search and locate a search list of recent

playlists, or playlists and tracks (or other media files) based on the key words.

At step 02, the web server sends the search list and associated display data generated

from a data display module for display to the user via the interface. The search list is

displayed on the left most column 42 (Figure 8) on the users display device.

At query step 104, the user reviews the search list and determines whether a desired

track or playlist has been located. If so, the method proceeds to step 106. If not, the

method proceeds to step 108.



At step 06, the user selects the desired track or playlist for inclusion in a new playlist

by using a 'drag and drop' user command. If a selected track is dragged and dropped

into the new playlist, the software application adds the selected track into the new

playlist. If a selected playlist is dragged and dropped into the new playlist, the interface

sends a request to the web server and initiates a search via the search engine to locate all

tracks in the selected playlist. The web server forwards information relating to all tracks

of the playlist to the interface for inclusion in the new playlist.

At step 0, the user decides whether the new playlist is complete. If yes, the method

proceeds to step 112. If not, the method proceeds to step 104.

At step 112, a user request to save the new playlist via the interface. The interface

prompts the user for a name to identify the new playlist. Once received, the name and

user related security information is sent via the interface to the web server to create and

store the new playlist using contents of the tracks in the playlist. The user can then share

the new playlist in a variety of ways, for example, via email, weblink or both.

At query step 108, the user decides to either select a playlist or a track from the search

list generated at step 102. If a playlist is selected, the method proceeds to step 118. If

not, the method proceeds to step 1 .

At step 118, a playlist is selected from the search list generated at step 102. The

interface sends a request to the web server for a full list of tracks in the selected playlist.

The web server activates the search engine to locate the list of tracks, once located, the

relevant information of the tracks is sent to the interface so that all tracks in the selected

playlist is displayed to the user via the interface.

At step 14, a track is selected from the search list generated at step 102.

At step 116, in response to the selected track, a request is sent from the interface to the

web server to activate the search engine to locate all playlists which include the selected

track in step 114. Once all playlists are located, information relating to the playlists is

sent via the web server to the interface so that all playlists including the selected track is

displayed to the user.

The method then returns to query step 104 until all designed tracks or playlists are

located to complete the new playlist.

The software application also permits the user to download any desirable track or

playlist directly from a search column or new playlist column via the Disco interface.

For example, the software application may generate a hyperlink for accessing the

downloadable file. A user may also download a selected file directly (e.g. by using a



'right click' function of a mouse).

The software application further allows a track or playlist to be added to the new playlist

from other libraries outside of the software application environment. For example, a

user can simply add a new track or playlist from another library, such as the 'iTunes'

library by a 'drag and drop' command. This would allow the user to add tracks/data

files to the new playlist that do not form part of the library associated with the software

application to be included in the new playlist.

It will be appreciated that the above system enables ongoing collaboration to be used to

generate playlists for client requirements. With such a system of reviewing past

playlists, should a user obtain a briefing from an advertising agency, they are able to

review past playlists created for that agency to ensure that the same material is not

supplied, and they can use previous playlists created for other purposes and client's as a

basis for identifying and locating the most relevant tracks for the brief given.

t will be appreciated that the system and method for generating and storing play lists of

media files of the present invention provides considerable commercial advantages to

businesses that manage such services. The system provides a simple and effective

means for not only providing data between offices but for backing up data and

facilitating shared data resources and information. The system functions to utilise

existing commercial software systems that for playing and creating media file libraries,

whilst ensuring that security between files is maintained.

Throughout the specification and claims the word "comprise" and its derivatives are

intended to have an inclusive rather than exclusive meaning unless the contrary is

expressly stated or the context requires otherwise. That is, the word "comprise" and its

derivatives will be taken to indicate the inclusion of not only the listed components,

steps or features that it directly references, but also other components, steps or features

not specifically listed, unless the contrary is expressly stated or the context requires

otherwise.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that many modifications and variations

may be made to the methods of the invention described herein without departing from

the spirit and scope of the invention.



The claims defining the invention are as follows:

. A system for facilitating the creation of playlists of media files including

a database configured to store a plurality of playlists therein, each playlist

including one or more media files, and each playlist and media file being identifiable by

one or more identifiers;

a search engine being operatively configured to search and locate

one or more media files of a selected playlist, wherein the selected

playlist can be selected from a list including playlists and media files identified

based on the one or more identifiers, and

one or more playlists including a selected media file, wherein the

selected media file can be selected from a list of media files and playlists

identified based on the one or more identifiers.

2. The system of claim 1, further including a display module for generating display

data to display search results of the search engine, wherein the display module is

configured to generate display data for displaying

a first list of playlists and media files in response to receiving one or more

identifiers,

a second list of playlists in response to a selected media file from the first list,

wherein the selected media file forms part of each playlist in the second list, and

a third list of media files in response to a selected playlist from the second list,

wherein the selected playlist includes the third list of media files.

3. The system of claim 1, further including a display module for generating display

data to display search results of the search engine, wherein the display module is

configured to generate display data for displaying

a first list of playlists and media files in response to receiving one or more

identifiers,

a second list of media files in response to a selected playlist from the first list,

wherein the selected playlist includes the second list of media files, and

a third list of playlists in response to a selected media file from the second list,

wherein the selected media file forms part of each playlist in the second list.



4 . The system as claimed in claim 2 or 3, wherein the display module is capable of

displaying further lists of media files and playlists based on a selected media file or

playlist from an immediately preceding list.

5. The system as claimed in any one of claims 2 to 4, further including a display

5 device for displaying data generated from the display module, wherein the display

device displays the first, second and third list respectively from left to right with respect

to a user facing a screen of the display device.

6 . The system as claimed in any one of claims 2 to 5, wherein each consecutive list

is visibly displayed on the display device with an immediately preceding list.

o 7 . The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the media

files include any one or more of music files, video files and image files.

8. The system according to any one of the preceding claims, further including a

playlist module for creating a new playlist, wherein the new playlist includes one or

more media files and/or playlists located by the search engine.

9. The system according to any one of claims 2 to 7, further including a playlist

module for creating a new playlist, wherein the new playlist includes one or more media

files and/or playlists selected from any one of the lists.

10. The system according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the system is configured to allow

the new playlist to be saved and contents of the media files of the new playlist

downloaded for offline access.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the contents of the media files of the new

playlist can be shared via email.

12. The system according to any one of the preceding claims, further including

a playlist transmission module, the playlist transmission module being

configured to facilitate transmission of a playlist from a remote user to the server and/or

a stored playlist from the server to the user, wherein, prior to transmission of the

playlist, the playlist transmission module determines whether a media file is present at

the server or remote user and only transmits media files that are not present at the server

or remote user.

13. A method of creating playlists of media files, including

searching a database including a plurality of playlists, each playlist including one

or more media files, wherein each playlist and media file is identifiable by one or more



identifiers;

in response to a user selected playlist, locating one or more media files of the

selected playlist, wherein the selected playlist is selected from a list including playlists

and media files identified based on the one or more identifiers, and

in response to a user selected media file, locating one or more playlists including

the selected media file, wherein the selected media file is selected from a list of media

files and playlists identified based on the one or more identifiers.

14. A method of claim 13, further including

creating a new playlist based on the one or more located playlists and/or one or

more located media files.

15. A method of creating a compilation of files, including

searching a database including a plurality of compilations, each compilation

including one or more files, wherein each compilation and file is identifiable by one or

more identifiers;

in response to a user selected compilation, locating one or more files of the

selected compilation, wherein the selected compilation is selected from a list including

compilations and files identified based on the one or more identifiers, and

in response to a user selected file, locating one or more compilations including

the selected file, wherein the selected file is selected from a list of compilations and files

identified based on the one or more identifiers.

16. A system for facilitating the creation of playlists of media files including

a database configured to store a plurality of playlists therein, each playlist

including one or more media files, and each playlist and media file being identifiable by

one or more identifiers;

an interface for receiving one or more identifiers,

a search engine being operatively configured to search and locate a first list of

playlists and media files based on the one or more received identifiers, and

a display module for generating display data for displaying the search list via the

interface,

wherein



in response to a user selected playlist from the search list, the search

engine is configured to locate a second list of media files, the second list of

media files being the media files of the selected playlist, and

in response to a user selected media file from the search list, the search

engine is configured to locate a third list of playlists, the third list of playlists

being playlists including the selected media file.

17 . A system for facilitating the creation of playlists of media files comprising:

a server configured to receive and store a plurality of playlists of media files

therein, each playlist and media file being identifiable by one or more identifiers;

one or more remote devices, each device comprising a processor including

executable software capable of generating a playlist made up of one or more media files;

and

a playlist transmission module, the playlist transmission module being

configured to interface with the software and the server to facilitate transmission of the

generated playlist from said remote device to said server and/or a stored playlist from

said server to said remote device, wherein, prior to transmission of said playlist, the

playlist transmission module determines whether a media file is present at the server or

remote user and only transmits media files that are not present at the server or remote

user.

18. The system of claim 17, further including a file transfer interface, the interface

being configured to allow a user to transfer a selected file between the server and a

remote device via a drag and drop user command.

19. A method of sharing files between multiple users across a network comprising:

generating a list of files for review by at least one or more recipient users;

pushing said list of files to said one or more recipient users across said network;

determining whether the said one or more recipient users is in possession of one

or more files in said list of files;

pulling from a stored location only those files in the list of files that is not in the

possession of said recipient user;

presenting to said recipient user a downloadable said list of files for review; and

delivering the files for review by the recipient through the recipient's preferred

file playing software.
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